The 17th Symposium on Fracture
At first a Committee, called E-24, Studied aspects of fracture not known before; And Irwin suggested the very best way Was to write all the terms as functions of K.
This worked for bodies whilst still elastic, But needed correction as the stresses turned plastic; Till Rice and some others showed us the way To express all the terms by the integral J.
And presently users were nothing loath To use dJ for stable crack growth; So fracture was thought to be well understood At the Albany meeting of John Underwood.
But then the Symposium, in second day session, Was taught a quite salutary lesson; As the crucial question was faced by John Srawley That sometimes J would serve us but poorly.
But if these complexities seem to confuse us, Just follow the founders' advice on consensus And study the problem until a year older, Then tell us next time in the Conference at Boulder. 
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